A path of travel

A geometry of construction
Study Model
Study Model
Site

a location of symbolism and reverence
The site is at the southwest end of the national mall near the Lincoln Memorial. To the East and West are the Korean memorial and the District of Columbia’s World War memorial. The southern limits of the site are defined by Independence Avenue, which runs along the southern side of the property. The Northern boundary is established by the southern walkway that runs between the Lincoln Memorial and the U.S. Capital building. Opposite the walkway at the North and Independence Avenue to the South are the United States national polo fields. A path connecting the primary fields at the South to those at the North runs along the eastern end of the site.
Site orientation of the constellations Pegasus and Centaurus
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plans

the collaboration
1 - Korean Memorial
2 - Reflecting Pool
3 - World War Memorial
4 - Independence Avenue
5 - U.S. National Polo Fields
6 - Vehicle Entrance
7 - Public Entrance
8 - Mounted Police Entrance
First Floor Plan
1 - Offices
2 - Stair
3 - Revolving Gate
4 - Elevated Pasture
5 - Bridge
6 - Storage
7 - Stall
8 - Elevator
9 - Storage Bin
10 - Epona Medallion

Enlarged Floor Plan
1 - Training Ring
2 - Equine Stair
3 - Revolving Bronze Door
4 - Elevated Pasture
5 - Drinking Well
6 - Hoof Wash Pool
7 - Stall
8 - Ferrier Room
9 - Tall Grass
10 - Ramp
Ground Floor Plan
South Elevation
Main Door Elevation
A bronze pivoting door scaled for horse and rider with integral man doors
Model

a construction
Section model
Section model
Section model
Garage structure
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